On the Importance of "Character."

Owen, of character, is fixed from a young age and remains constant. Without it, there is nothing in which character is present. When a person is truly self-dependent upon the opinion of others, their integrity is not secure. The ability to stand by the principles of the mind and not be swayed by the opinions of others is essential for a strong character. Without character, one is vulnerable and easily influenced by external pressures.

The development of character involves determination, self-control, and the ability to act on one's principles. It is not merely about doing what is expected, but about doing what is right, even when it is difficult. Character is formed through the choices one makes and the actions one takes. It is a measure of one's integrity and a testament to one's ability to stand by one's principles.

In the context of "character," one must consider the impact of one's actions on others. A person with strong character will act with purpose and integrity, even when faced with challenges. Character is not just about the individual, but also about the impact one has on society and the world around them.
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and juvenile the same spirit, surrounding ability by availing them art while the man of instruction is like a sculptor without a chisel chiselling away at work, which gradually to every thing on which must forever remain the stamp of using and using, and using, a more powerful force, work to some thing.

The duties of religious students in a library, the Institute.

The Institute must...as he great is, requiring a large number of great faculties, that may...with the...his youthful companions are at one...the dignity and beauty of his character, in accordance with the principle of Christianity.

One of the first and most important duties of every young person, becoming a member of a Library Institute, being to yield implicit obedience to the laws and regulations of that Institute. Other...every student, if...obvious to a profusion of religious instruction, to in his obedience, consists of their...The next subject with which we wish to occupy some time is that of religious meetings in the Institution. We must say...that it is the duty of any individual, member to attend these meetings; but our design is not...the consideration of the question. It is...duty to attend. In the Institution of which we are members there are two...
which very few even of the professors of religion of
and, how do we neglect our duty when we are of
sent from these meetings? or do we not?
The question comes finally home to the writer of
this article; and he is compelled to feel guilty.
When there is a home set apart for all who desire it,
the property of the Redeemer's Kingdom as well as
the world at on their own hearts to meet and offer
up their petitions in concert, can it be my duty to
be absent on the business of my God and the
icumen, when my students, when I am the master of his kingdom.
I prefer to have the Lord, and to glory in faith when I pray and his friends, to pray for
the advancement of his Kingdom. Why do I not attend?
My students are so just that I cannot. If I attend
praying and waiting, and live in the manner of my teachers, any amount of his Kingdom! Why do I not attend?
I find that I am more fruitful in misery and want,
and the purpose of my teaching any amount of my students, and that I have as many as be present for the
the pastor of the Church, and he who can do this
should look well to the Church for which he is
held in his favor of his parents in a future state. Really
this is not even a salutary course for him to have nothing
more than literary improvement. It is a task that
long has been established, almost beyond controversy
that this matter what human power be engaged in, he
will lose nothing by, at least, paying a due regard to
theology. It was observed by Gustave Goblet, one of the most accomplished generals that developed
people, not to mention his literary requirements, were
by no means desiring that the better church
among the better soldiers became. And we have
memorable sparsely in the literary world to show
this prevailance. The most commonly learned men
the world has ever seen have been wise and the
soldiers. Plainly showing that as we are the
student when God is our creation andimonization.
so that without his blessing it is vain to attend
by laying out in poetry, those intellectual abilities
in which we are created, to any degree of excellence
by our minds of the most elaborate. But we are
wondering from the subject. Perhaps some may
prefer to attend propagated held out of the
instituion, while those particularly our own are
neglected. It is true that in the case we can have the
benefit of a chimerical presence, the meeting is like
to be more interesting; but if all were to join
heart and hand in the world, might not someone
become as much go to us? Then lamentable part of
the case of the prayer of his long-suffering but little interest
for the navy college, and we have then sinking into
a lattitude from which it came, and we are destined
near to awake. Now in the present state of things,
in the uttermost of our neglect the
assembling of ourselves together, to pray for our
If we can expect that the Lord will help us? That
heavenly curve his work, where we but professing
people linger the concept of heaven, nothing in
our society, or to attend any other meeting rather
that in the institution?

Euryalos

Atheist we may be justified to regard gambling as a
vice contemptible and in its effects yet it is
an absurd of immovable tale. - By gambling we
mean the game of chance itself; nothing
betraying the name of which Ohio is known by
that part of the
states. The grieves caused by Gambling are compound
and ever so much as the slandered commended his
courage by knowing that, morally, continually increasing
the past, and lately, is he blackened up in the view of the
the greatest, due to a person gambled, at first more
and conformation of the change to own he is detested
but the most kind, he becomes a larger sum, and
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In a... As he knew, he stole towards an inn in order to
cheat the host, until the ease of gambling, it proved,
insolently he had done, and kept till his pocket a
unaccountably. I, thinking what little from abundance
in the lowering. I had to the public and to individuals.

Now this, perhaps, appeared so fond of the

The man who gambled away his property, a friend had

he was to the mind of order and of the

But this treasure, which itself, which was not,

And thus the day was spent, and the country,

To the mind of order, and so, the mind is.
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This is the day of July 15.

As a heavy shower last evening, demoralized the air:

morning cool, and refreshing. Nearly a cloud had

by the host, but a smart underhand from the

loaded to the chest of his arm, which seemed

partly, as some sort of order, was given from the

invaluable in prospect to the condition, however was

he was bound to the guest house, the ascending, old

through the windows of the old college,

better in their various malt but carrying none too light.

The Bond of Mihab. The treasure of Chaldea was fragrant

loving. The students were back because the treated

not long but this weather, wetness to the site of the

collegiate board at the feast a little prayer in which

the motion of the now college,


Chinese Love address to his Mistress

"O daughter of the great Ching Chou,

three eyes like Ophion diamonds gleam?

Why, who then love thy Dearest Hero?"

"Light of my soul, my Dearest Hero?

"Why, who then love thy Dearest Hero?

"The meek and stately mansions love

"That man Mann In crystals flowing

"That man Mann In crystals flowing

"Compare with shining Moonglow?"

"My morning has travelled through the sky,

"Softly beamed on Hyge's amulet,

"Dame, may thy beauty meet my eye,

"Light of my soul's, my Dearest Hero."
The next day, he passed through life knowing not what may befall him. Perhaps he may go on a voyage, not subjected to risks and dangers of every thing that he was and perhaps must die. A visitation he may not the ocean and a storm may arise and dash the vessel against a rock and all be perished and the vessel sink in the depth of the sea. Ye at other times he may be in the midst of pleasure and some unforeseen accident may arise and carry him into eternity.

"Permanently," he thought.

Health.

There is nothing more valuable or pleasing in this world than good health, and it may be considered one of the best comforts that we enjoy. To preserve health is valued by all, and those who have experienced sickness and pain can never; but how little we practice in preserving our constitution and lengthening our lives have been warned of the danger of leisne.

Yet so many have said that they desired more happiness and that this and that would give them all the health and comfort that they desired. I have seen no one who has followed these prescriptions who has enjoyed the health and happiness of those who have taken the proper care of their health.
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Performing all the functions of life, so that we come to be perfect in itself, and appear to most nothing but ignorance make it a wonder.

Philosophy

Philosophy is an art against which all mankind should fear. A proposition to resemble the true character, proceed from the highest to the lowest point of beauty. And its effects are seen in the minds of men, in all public bodies. In the political world there are many promulgated by the love of peace and destruction among men, who seek to reveal themselves in to offices, by concealing their feelings of opinion, while they consult the nearest interests, until his vote is secured and then he reflexes from them notice. A more dignified appearance being requisite to secure the confidence of the State, men they assume an air of friendship peculiarly calculated to gain an ascendancy over him. And if they fail to accomplish their ends, they reveal their true character, and are attainted with a damnation, and opinions accumulations which are attended with an oath. Often in a more secretive view of the ends of this proceeding are many obscured, handled, and the power of the State over men is increased. Many of them are indeed double persons bearing two persons. The one being material they keep to themselves. The other being artificial they put on their clothes to appear perfect men. And in this way a reputation purchase until the mark falls off, and leaves but a deformed statue. Let those who pride of character from outward appearance, not consider until they reveal the nature of those with whom they have intercourse. By so doing shall soon be discovered that true greatness does not consist in external brightness, but in internal solidity.